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In this paper, we generalize this approach in order to account for flux es from matrix to fractures.
We show that in the case of weil separated time scales between matrix and fractures, the preceding mode! need only to be slightly modified in order to incorporate these fluxes . The additional knowledge of the so called matrix to fracture transfer function allows to modify the mass matrix that becomes a time convolution operator. This is reminiscent of existing space averaged transient dual porosity models.
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INTRODUCTION
Modeling of fluid flows including heat or chemical transfers into naturally fractured rocks using explicit descriptions 10 of fractured media (DFN) is becoming increasingly popular among geoscientists. This growing interest is due to a freedom remains close to the total number of connected intersections Nn . This was done in [1] assuming an impervious 3a matrix with km = O. In that paper , it was shown that a systematic approximation scheme can be built that involves 39 N p unknowns that describe the trace of pressure at the intersections between fractures with increasing accuracy. At
•o first order, NP = 1, which is equivalent to suppose that the pressure profiles at the intersection are uniform, the so ., called pipe network model is recovered. The resulting equations posses the structure of a resistorjcapacitor network •2 involving the total number of connected intersections Nn. The main physical assumption is that the considered time 
•5
Here, the integers i and j label the intersections, J(i) is the ensemble of the labels of intersections directly connected to •6 t he i-th one. So as any intersection involves two different fractures, the set J (i) involves the whole set of intersections 
54
In the present paper, we generalize the method in order to account for the matrix to fracture flow. We show that 55 this can be achieved by changing the form of the mass term l:j EJ(i) I:::=l Kfjn x dPJ:(t) under the form of a time 56 convolution involving the average transfer function f(t) between the matrix and the fracture: techniques and results obtained in [1] , that are also presented in more details in the appendices A,B,C. In section 4,
66
we present our assumptions to account for the matrix to fracture flow. In order to proceed, we must come back about 67 the mathematical treatment of the fini te (not null) thickness of the fractures 4 4.1. We are th us in good position for steady state flow inside the fractures, in order to check its consistency in the light of our findings. The application of the formalism to the resistor capacitor network that will be employed in practice is given in 7, before giving sorne comments and discussions. On the hydrodynamic point of view, we consider that all the fractures share a small common thickness denoted 86 by é (FIG. 3) . The permeability of the Jth fracture is denoted by kJ. This permeability may vary on the fracture's 87 plane, but in order to simplify notations, this dependence will not be explained, although it will be accounted for in 88 the V' operator manipulations.
MODEL PROBLEM, GEOMETRY AND NOTATIONS

89
Our main goal is to study the solution of the following diffusion problem when é is small of:
The source term g(r) is arbitrary for the moment: it can be a bulk source term. Here, we do not have to add boundary 91 conditions at the fractures boundaries in contact with the matrix, but we may recall a normal flux continuity condition 92 that will be ensured : 93 We denote by D f and Dm the associated diffusion coefficients.
Dm« D1
94
Here r.p is the porosity and Ct is the compressibility of the fluid, both are supposed to share the same value between 95 matrix and fractures, an hypothesis that can be easily relaxed. p, is the fluid viscosity. Finally, in order to obtain a 96 well-posed evolution problem, we assume that initial value data at t = 0 are provided. In that section, we recall the results obtained in [1] . We consider first the steady state problem corresponding to 1oo the long time limit of 3 with an impervious matrix km = O. More details are given in the appendix A. 
Here, n1 is a vector normal to the I th fracture, and the + or -signs correspond to both sides of the fracture. At 
states that the overall permeability of the fracture network domina tes the mat rix permeability.
13s
Since the fracture volume IDJI is proportional to the fracture thickness E, the limit c--+ 0 can causes sorne technical 139 difficulties. Keeping k1 constant and letting E--+ 0 should lead to a vanishing influence of the fractures, that is not of 14o interest for our purposes. So, in the present situation in which we want to account for the matrix, it is more adapted 141 to consider that the overall fracture conductivity proportional to k 1 xE is maintained fixed as c tends to zero.
142
In order to decouple the fracture and matrix problems, one can integrate the local equation over the 3D volume VE of 
So, using the decomposition a~ = S" uS+ U S_, one gets
One can exploit the smallness of é to estimate the various integrals and in order to decrease the order of integration. (17) 148
The 2D integration was transformed into a 1D one along the curve denoted by aaS+. The normal vector n is the 149 normal vector to the 1D curve aaS+ belonging to the I th fracture plane. As the preceding equality is exact for any !5o
aaS+, and using Green's theorem, one gets the local 2D equation valid only on the fracture plane:
! 51
In present form, the limit é--+ 0 can be evaluated safely. The differentia! operators are defined as in the preceding 152 sections on the considered fracture only. In practice, we have essentially to solve the same equations, up to a factor 153 é. The projection formalism can be used on the fracture domain using the following correspondence:
The next issue will be to relate the interporosity flux frmt(r, t) to the fracture pressure p"(r, t) = p(r, t In order to specify a workable form of frmt(r, t), a possible option is to relate frmt(r, t) to the pressure map p 1 (r, t)
J5a
of the 1 th fracture. The basic assumption is to considera time convolution form that keeps the causality and linearity 159 of the underlying equations:
at' (20) 16o and so for the total source term accounting for bath sides of the fracture:
This form may be justified by the following arguments: let Dm be a matrix black surrounded by several fractures.
162
Let Pf ( t) be the pressure of these fractures, assumed to be spatially uniform. We consider a solution of the diffusion 163 equation inside the matrix black without any source term:
The present goal is to relate the flux ~'Vp~(r, t) · n, or at least its average 18 J"' 17 fan"' d 2 r~\7p~(r, t) · n to the 165 variations of the pressure at the boundary P 1 (t). Applying the divergence theorem, we obtain:
166
Here (···)denotes a volume average of the pressure Pm over the matrix black. The minus sign cornes from the normal 167 n orientation.
168
It is now possible to search for a relation between (Pm)(t) and PJ(t) under the form of a convolution product:
169
The mapping function f(t), homogeneous to an inverse of time is the solution of a well posed boundary value problem Ho that will be discussed in more details in 5. Coming back to the average flux, using 24 and 25, and elementary m properties of convolution products, we get the following form: m fractures, the preceding developments suggest the proposed form that leads to 21.
km 'Vp+ (r t) 0 n = -t dt'r.pc IDml r+(t-t') api(r, t')
11•
The subscript + recalls that any location in a fracture is in contact with two matrix blacks. Adding both contri11s butions, we get:
11o
A more detailed discussion about the f(t) functions will be provided in section 5. We now turn our attention about m the final closure of the problem, and the resulting consequences on the projection formalism. Combining 3 and 28, we get an equation driving p(r, t) inside any fracture:
When it is possible, we suppress the subscript I because we are considering local pressure without any ambiguity on 181 the I th fracture. As the local pressure p(r, t) appears in both members, the original diffusion equation becomes an 182 integral equation which can be rewritten under the alternative form:
As in [1] , we introduce the following pressure decomposition, see appendices A and B for the details.
The pressure fluctuation op(r, t) follows the equation: side is considered as negligible. The validity of this major assumption will be discussed in more details in section 6.
189
So, we assume that
ct(VJo(t-t')+ Vmf(t-t'))Pp(t')Fp(r), j EJr n=l 0 19o
We can combine B2 and 19 to get: 
194 By convention, throughout the rest of the paper, employing as argument corresponds to using the Laplace transform 195 of any function g ( t).
196
The Laplace transform of 31 gives :
In the Laplace domain, the net effect of the matrix is a modification of the porosity by a s dependent porosity. 
201
This corresponds to the original set of equations, up to a V! factor that appears as a retention factor that will hinder We can now study the exchange function as well as its practical evaluation. We recall 25 relating the volume average 212 (Pm)(t) =of the pressure in the matrix to the forcing imposed by the boundary condition in the fractures PJ(t):
Or, equivalently using Laplace transforms: At short times t, when the potential in the fractures corresponding to the boundaries of the matrix blocks, is set to 
We observe that f(s = 0) = 1. This is a general equality that occurs because using 36 and remarking that both fracture and matrix potential equalize at the long times (or low frequency) limit so j(s = 0) = 1. In next paragraph, we show that the linear term in s is closely related to the so called "ex change coefficient" cx 00 = 3 ~rrp_, in present case.
This coefficient arises from large scale averaging theories that yields homogenized form of double porosity equations
[21] valid at long times, long distances. A useful interpretation of f(t) in terms of escape time pdf from the matrix was derived in [20, 22] . It corresponds to the exit time distribution from the matrix blocks of a particle undergoing brownian motion of diffusion coefficient -f-m-.. In particular, the average exit time may be directly related to the so Jp(r, t) = exp-(Àt)Jp(r, t = 0)
21•
This confirms the fast relaxation of the transient and the justification of the quasi steady state approximation. 
APPLICATION TO THE RESISTOR CAPACITOR, OR PIPE NETWORK
281
In that subsection, we restrict the problem to the case m = 1 and n = 1 used in practice [42] . In practice it means 282 physically that we estimate only the average pressure along each intersection, and that the mass conservation equation 283 at the intersection is only fulfilled globally. Assuming that all p im = 0 if m 2: 2, the differential system to be solved 284 is:
We recall the following relation [1] : 286 where S1 is the total area of the fracture.
287
The resulting time discretization scheme of the differentia! equations (51) vi,
with M;
L Kf]. 
FINAL COMMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
299
In this paper, we generalize a method that permits to solve diffusion problems in complex 3D fracture networks 3oo using a relatively small number of degrees of freedom . The generalization enables us to consider ftows coupled with a 301 low permeability matrix acting as a reservoir. The flow exchanges with the matrix can be modeled using the so called 3o2 exchange function f(. The projection method follows several steps. The first one is to account for the small thickness r:: of the fractures in arder to be able to treat the intersection between fractures as lD abjects, and the fractures as 2D abjects embedded in a 3D.
Sorne geometrical quantities and several notations are presented in (FIG. 6) . Let nu be an intersection between the two fractures I and J; a 3D volume having the shape of a match. As r:: tends to zero, this volume becomes a ID segment corresponding to the intersection of the two planes containing fractures I and J. In arder to simplify the discussion, and this changes nothing to the global solution, we consider that this segment does not intersect a 327 third fracture. Let x denote a coordinate along this segment. The point rn!J (x) denotes in a rather nat ur al way the 328 generic point of this segment labeled by x (in practice, the three coordinates of rni.J (x) may depend linearly on x).
• x FIG. 6: Geometry and notation two rectangular fractures and the associated intersection, and limit t:---+ O.
329
As é tends to zero, we can consider that close to the point rnJJ (x), the intersection separa tes locally the Jth fracture 33o (resp Jth) in two halves denoted arbitrary by the suffix f. and r (for left and right). We introduce also the normal 331 nnu u as being the normal to intersection niJ pertaining to the plane of the Jth fracture, painting in the f. direction.
332
In addition, it is possible to introduce the \l 1 gradient operator as being the 2D gradient operator operating only in 333 the Jth fracture plane. When there is no ambiguity, we will remove the index I to this operator. 334 We denote the considered limitas lim 6 --+ 0 (p 6 (r)) = p(r). We argue that p(r) is the solution of the following problem:
The notation \lI ... corresponds to the 2D gradient operator defined in the fracture. In or der to get a meaningfullimit, 336 we must specify boundary conditions at the frontiers of the computational domain, at the boundary of each fracture, 337 and finally at the intersections between fractures. The boundary condition at the frontier n of the computational domain remains essentially unchanged (notice that 339 the same reasoning should hold also when using mixed Dirichlet Neumann conditions). Considering now each fracture , 340 the boundary value problem to be solved is 2D. The position vector ris essentially 2D. In particular, the boundary to an ellipse in the case of elliptic fractures) can be written as: 343 where n is the outward normal to the boundary (FIG. 6) . Notice that in the present formulation, the two initial faces 344 of the fracture in direct contact with the matrix do not play any role.
345
In order to get a well-defined problem, a boundary condition must be specified at every intersection between 346 fractures. In [1] , the following condition was proposed:
347
It means physically that at each location of the intersection, the four fluxes converging at the considered position that is intercepted by I (FIG. 6) . So we have J(i) = J 1 U h(i). By hypothesis, this fracture is weil defined.
36s
For each intersection segment, we introduce a complete set of basis functions, denoted by il>j(x). Here, the integer 366 n = 1, · · · oo labels the function, while j = 1, · · · , nn 1 labels the intersection number. We add two conditions: Vr(k/VPp(r)) =0,
m Here, Di 1 is the Kronecker symbol. These functions are perfectly defined, as being the unique solution of a Dirichlet m Neumann problem. We can decompose the pressure along the jth intersection:
n=l m and we define Pn(r) as the solution of the Laplace equation, without source term but with the imposed profiles at the 374 intersections. We have:
We consider now the complete Laplace limit problem (Al Here the Green's function B(r, r') is an elementary solution of the Laplace problem, with a source term o(r-r'): It was shown in [1] , and the proof is presented in the appendix C that Tijm and Bi(r') may be written under a much that permits to ensure mass conservation at the intersections. In orcier to simplify the presentation, we did not 396 reintroduce the labels of I and J th fractures. In practice, one will truncate the orcier n of the approximation by 397 restricting m, n ~ n 0 . At the end of the process, we will have to solve a linear system of Nn x n 0 equations. To the 398 lowest orcier approximation n 0 = 1, will correspond Nn equations to be solved. This corresponds well to our initial 399 program , this approximat ion will be studied in more details in Section 7. The algebraic form (A15) permits to check by direct inspection that we have the general symmetry relation: 401 for alllabels i, j, m and n.
402
It can be checked by inspection of this formula that the matrix TN is symmetric, positive. It is not defini te because 403 we have the general relation:
This equality can be derived by noticing that we have the general sum rule: bp(r, t) = 0 if r E U ni .
415
The definition of P 1 n(r) explains the overall simplification. Now , we can use the pseudo steady state assumption 416 to drop the partial time derivative in the LHS. It means physically that the pressure inside a given fracture follows a m steady state problem with a source term given by the term ( cpf.J>Ct "L7ni "L,~=l Pp(t)Pp(r)). We get: we get thus the following solution: Here, we have used directly the equality (A16). The set of equations can be rewritten under a more synthetic form:
Summarizing the mass and transmissibility matrices, we get remarkable expressions involving surfaces integrais of the base solutions: Bf(r') 1 dxn·ki(r(x))\liB(r(x),r') x pim(r(x)). u nk uanl 448 In arder to understand the second and fourth equalities, the reader must imagine that the intersection contour is a 449 closed 2D contour of small thickness allowing to replace the contribution of left and right fluxes on the two sides of 450 the intersection by a contour integral that allows to use Green's theorem. We did not change the notations in order 451 to simplify the presentation. In present form, the boundary integrais are extended on all the frontiers associated with 45> the Jth fracture, so we can use Green's theorem in arder to transform the contour integral on a surface integral over the fracture domain. We obtain: This provides the announced result.
[31] 
